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Total: 24

Progress test 1 (Units 1 and 2)

VOCABULARY
1 Complete the sentences with the words in the box. There are four words you do 

not need.

desert    island    earth    ocean    ice    lake    valley    countryside    hill    volcano 

1 The weather in a   is nearly always hot and dry.
2 A   is like a mountain but much lower. 
3 You have to fly or go by boat to an   .
4 We don’t know much about creatures that live at the bottom of the   . 
5 A   is made where a river or glacier cuts through rock over thousands 

of years.  
6 Dangerous hot rock called ‘lava’ can come out of the top of a   . 

2 Choose the right word (a, b or c) for each space.

1 I didn’t   Sue when she told me she couldn’t swim. 
 a think b believe c ask
2 That hockey stick   to my brother, not you!
 a belongs b earns c owns
3 It looks like the weather’s   . It’s going to rain. 
 a moving b going c changing
4 My best friend is great. He’s so   to everyone. 
 a pleased b kind c easy
5 It’s very important to be   to old people. 
 a popular b pretty c polite
6 My brother’s really   . He hates hard work!
 a lazy b slow c empty

GRAMMAR
3 Complete the sentences. Use the present simple or present continuous. 

1 You still   (find) wild pandas in some bamboo forests.
2 I   (not think) I want to be a scientist or a teacher. 
3 Sarah   (not do) anything at the moment so perhaps she can help 

me feed the horses. 
4 Ben   (have) around twenty books about wild animals.
5 We   (learn) about glaciers in geography this term.
6 In some parts of the world, summers   (get) warmer and wetter. 

4 Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

yet    around    including    actually    almost    between

1 Everyone in our family,   me, loves playing the violin. 
2 I think   all of us enjoyed the film about pandas.
3 There are going to be   40 and 65 teenagers at the camp.
4 Tim says he will go on the expedition,   .
5 Only   25 students tried the most dangerous activity.
6 Haven’t you finished your countryside project   ?
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  Progress test 2 (Units 3 and 4)

VOCABULARY
1 Complete Angela’s blog with words in the box. There are two words you do not need.

passengers    ride    engines    pilot    fl ight    map    
adventures    aeroplane    holiday    luggage 

Today, my parents and I are going away on (1)   ! I’m writing this blog at the airport while we’re waiting to 

leave. 

Dad booked our tickets online about a month ago. I’ve been so excited about this trip. I love (2)   – we’re 

going to explore the rainforests in South America. How cool is that!

It’s still early but the airport is already really busy. While we were checking the time of our (3)   on the 

information screen, we saw Hugh Noble, the famous actor. He’s so good-looking! Someone was carrying all his 

(4)   for him. 

But anyway, now I’m sitting on my seat in the (5)   . It isn’t very full. I suppose there are around fi fty other 

(6)   , that’s all. 

The (7)   has just said we must turn off our electrical things because he’s going to start the 

(8)   . So, bye for now. 

Wow! Here we go! 

Angela

2 Write the missing letters to complete the word in each sentence.

1 Do you think one day we’ll travel in s _ _ _ _ _ h _ _ _  to other planets? 
2 Some people have cars that use electricity instead of f _ _ _  . That’s much better for 

our environment. 
3 Lots of s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ s  have little wheels on them so you can pull them along. That’s 

a lot easier than carrying them!
4 When you go somewhere on holiday, you are a t _ _ _ i _ _  , but I prefer the word 

‘visitor’!
5 I think ‘g _ _ _ t’  is a strange word for someone who stays in a hotel because hotels 

don’t invite you and you have to pay for your room. 
6 Hotel receptionists will usually give you different b _ _ _ _ u _ _ s  that tell you about 

things you can do in the city. 

GRAMMAR
3 Complete the sentences. Use the past simple or past continuous. 

1  After we   (leave) the beach we   (go) to look in the 
surfboard shop.

2   you   (build) this cupboard before you   (move) into 
your new home?

3 Mum   (play) games on the computer when Dad   (cook) supper.
4 What else   (happen) at your house while you   (do) your 

homework?
5 When Julia   (arrive), I   (chat) online to Karl and Molly. 
6 We   (wash) my grandparents’ car when it   (start) to rain.
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Progress test 3 (Units 5 and 6)

VOCABULARY
1 Put the letters in the right order to make words.

1 This comes from sheep and we can use it to make sweaters. (lowo)   
2 Expensive shoes are made of this material. (rlahtee)   
3 This material is useful because you can see through it! (aslgs)   
4 You’ll need to pay a lot for jewellery made from this. (dogl)   
5 Old furniture and doors were nearly always made of this. (doow)   
6 Things like envelopes and pages are made of this material. (rppae)   

2 Write the missing letters to complete the words in the conversation.

Harry: Hi Anna. You know my crazy hobby? Looking for (1) tr _ _ _ _ r _ ?
Anna:  Yes, but you’ve never found anything important. You couldn’t even find my 

favourite (2) s _ _ _ _ r ring when I lost it!
Harry:  I know, but last month I found a few (3) p _ _ _ _ s of gold in a farmer’s field. 

I gave a special talk about it last week at my old school. Everyone in the 
(4) au _ _ _ _ _ e looked really interested in my story. They asked lots of 
(5) q _ _ _ _ i _ _ _  !

Anna:   Amazing! So, you’re a lot richer now!
Harry:  No! You can’t just keep things like that, but I got some (6) m _ _ _ _  for finding 

them. They’re nearly two thousand years old. 
Anna: Wow! Well, you always loved history at school. 
Harry: Yes, but I thought (7) s _ _ _ _ _ e was the most interesting subject, actually! 
Anna: Me, too!

GRAMMAR
3 Choose the right words to complete the sentences. 

1 I go for walks less often / often than when I was a student. 
2 I don’t speak Chinese as well / good as Chloe. 
3 I do my homework most carefully / more carefully than my sister.
4 I’m bad / worse at chemistry than most of my friends.
5 I can draw cartoons more quickly / much quickly than you!
6 I remember the end of the film I saw yesterday the better / best.

4 Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

none    ago    to    his    me    too 

1 My talk wasn’t   bad but I’ll do better next time. 
2 Tania found her old camera two days   . 
3 Tom went to the sports stadium with a friend of   .
4 Sadly,   of my relatives likes going for walks. 
5 Please don’t use my laptop without asking   .
6 Who do these necklaces belong   ?
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Progress test 4 (Units 7 and 8)

VOCABULARY
1 Complete the sentences with the words in the box. There are three words you do 

not need.

keys    sofa    fridge    garage    sink    desk    light    doors    computer 

1 Wash your hands in the other   , please!
2 Don’t sit on that chair, the   is much more comfortable. 
3 Get the milk. It’s in the   by the window. 
4 Don’t leave the car without locking all its   !
5 Turn on the   , please. It’s much too dark in here.
6 Don’t put your things on my table. Put them on your   !

2 Put the letters in the right order to make words.

1 Travelling by motorbike is faster than by   . (troosec) 
2 You can go by   but it’s more expensive than going by bus. (xiat) 
3 Travelling by   is much slower than flying. (pish)
4 Going anywhere on foot takes longer than going by   . (mrat)
5 Crossing the city on the   is the fastest way to travel. (gnudounredr)
6 Try traveling by   . It’s more exciting than any other way! (aloobnl)

GRAMMAR
3 Complete the conversation. Use the present continuous to talk about the future.  

Tom: What (1)   you   (do) tomorrow, Suzy? 
Suzy: I (2)   (learn) to sail. It’s my first lesson! 
Tom:  What about later in the week? My best friend (3)   (have) a 

party! 
Suzy:  Cool! Well, Mum and I (4)   (buy) new bikes sometime before 

next weekend! 
Tom: And (5)   you   (see) friends on Saturday? 
Suzy: Yes, but I (6)   (not do) anything on Sunday. 

4 Choose the right words to complete the sentences. 

1 Dad says we’ll get to / up / with the airport by car. 
2 People travel / travelling less often by ship than in the past. 
3 My friend isn’t very interested with / in / on chemistry or physics. 
4 What are / would / shall we do tomorrow afternoon? Any ideas? 
5 I’d prefer to going / go / goes to the mountains, I think.  
6 My friend won’t / doesn’t / isn’t coming to the future homes exhibition. 
7 People will probably have / having / had longer fingers and shorter legs in the future! 
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Progress test 5 (Units 9 and 10)

VOCABULARY
1 Match the words (a–l) and their definitions (1–6). Write the letters. There are three 

words you do not need. 

a fans    b karate    c chess    d cards    e diving    
f cricket    g medal    h match    i puzzle

1 This is another word for a sports competition between people or teams.  
2 These people love watching their favourite band or sports team.  
3 In this sport, people fight safely using their hands as well as their feet.  
4 You can wear this kind of gold or silver prize round your neck.  
5 In this game, you move small black or white pieces across a board.  
6 When you jump from a high board into a pool, you are doing this sport.  

2 Choose the right word (a, b or c) for each space.

1 Our   house is exactly the same as ours. 
 a winner’s b neighbour’s c staff’s 
2 Isabel and I aren’t such   friends anymore.
 a close b fast c sure 
3 My parents love spending time with their   friends from school.
 a last b early c old 
4 I’ve   lots of school friends to my summer party.
 a met b invited c joined 
5 I can’t   Joan by email. Have you got her phone number?
 a communicate b complete c contact 
6 Click on the   to see the list of different web pages.
 a menu b web c site 
7 My friend’s writing a   so we can read about her holiday adventures. 
 a site b blog c file
8 I almost forgot to   the important document I was working on. 
 a click b make c save 
9 I can’t   your photo. I think the file’s too big. Send me a smaller one.
 a search b download c record 

GRAMMAR
3 Choose the right words to complete the sentences. 

1 I really miss being / to be at school.  
2 Which disco do you want to go / going to most?
3 Mum won’t mind to take / taking us to the sports club.  
4 I’m thinking of starting / to start a new exercise class.  
5 Grandma forgot to send / sending me her new email address. 
6 My friend is really excited about travelling / to travel on her own.
7 I need to search / searching for a really cool online sports shop. 
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Progress test 6 (Units 11 and 12)

VOCABULARY
1 Write the missing letters to complete the word in each sentence.

1 We love music but folk, r _ _ k and b _ _ _ s are the kinds my friends and I listen 
to most. 

2 I like c _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  music as much as p _ _ , but probably listen to that less often. 
3 In our band, Mick plays the d _ _ _ s and Elli and I play guitars. I used to play the 

v _ _ _ _ _  when I was younger, too. 

2 Choose the right word (a, b or c) for each space.

1 If you are an actor, you might work on stage in a   .
 a statue b theatre c library
2 A   is usually in the centre of a village, town or city and often has shops or other 

buildings all around it. 
 a square b stadium c temple
3 Some kings and queens and other important leaders live in   .  
 a places b parades c palaces
4 A   is a small piece of money that’s made of metal. 
 a comb b coin c corner
5 We can call things like cupboards, tables and sofas ‘   ’ . 
 a furniture b receptionist c desks

GRAMMAR
3 Complete the sentences with who or which.

1 The picture   I took inside the cathedral won first prize in the photography 
competition!

2 We enjoyed the folk concert but had to sit in the cheapest seats,   wasn’t 
so good! 

3 The man in the poster outside the theatre is the one   wrote the play. 
4 Did you find the brochure about the beach house   you want to rent?
5 Look! There’s the shop assistant   helped me choose my lovely new silver 

necklace. 
6 I get angry if I have to sit next to people   talk during a film or concert, 

don’t you?

4 Choose the right words to complete the sentences. 

1 That’s the cinema when / so / where my sister goes each Friday.
2 I was reading the most interesting part of the story if / or / when I dropped the book!
3 What’s best? Seeing a film or / while / because going to a concert?
4 Laurie won’t mind if / where / so you borrow his guitar.
5 Kate was listening to music while / so / if she was doing her homework.
6 I can’t miss that rock festival or / because / so my favourite group are playing!
7 The tour guide’s coming in five minutes while / where / so please wait here. 
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Progress test 7 (Units 13 and 14)

VOCABULARY
1 Match the people (1–6) and what they say (a–h). There are two sentences you do 

not need.

1 a chef
2 a model
3 a nurse
4 a pilot
5 a tour guide
6 an artist

a Let’s take your temperature.
b We’ll visit the art gallery first. 
c It took me four months to paint that. 
d Does my hair look better now?
e I’ve never interviewed him.
f No worries! We can repair your car today.
g Just a little more salt, I think. 
h It’ll only be a short flight. 

2 Put the letters in the right order to make words.

1 First, I’m going to the   (teesw hosp) to get some chocolate.
2 Then, I’ve got to get some more cough medicine from the   

(tihcmes). 
3 And I mustn’t forget to go to the   (tmraek) for some fresh fruit.  
4 Afterwards, I’ll go to the large   (pardtntmee rtoes) to look for a new 

sofa. 
5 And they’ve got a variety of really pretty socks in the   (tcheslo ophs) 

so I’ll go there next.
6 Then I’ll walk back into the town centre and go to the new   

(koobhops) where I’ll find a new dictionary for Jill.
7 And before I go home, I’ll take a look at the new   (nnttiree céaf). The 

wifi there is free. I’ll get a cup of coffee and some apple cake! 

GRAMMAR
3 Choose the right words to complete the sentences. 

1 Have you ever / even paid less than £2 for a cola?
2 How / Who expensive were Jan’s new pair of designer jeans?
3 You can use pounds or euros in the shop what’s / that’s in the square. 
4 I’ve read the set from / of instructions for the camera but I don’t understand a thing!
5 Bill hasn’t passed his driving test already / yet but he’s bought a car! 
6 I’ve never was / been good at drama. I’m not confident enough. 
7 I know someone who has ridden / rode all the way across the desert last year.
8 Harry and I have just / yet seen Ben in the bank! He was getting some euros for his 

trip to Ireland. 
9 I’ve never told anyone / no one my laptop password.
 10 My sister left / has left the party about ten minutes ago. 
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  Progress test 8 (Units 15 and 16)

VOCABULARY
1 Complete the sentences with the words in the box. 

There are three words you do not need.

1 You’ll never   who I’ve just seen in the square!
2 Can you   the bill? I haven’t got enough money. 
3 I’m going to   a 10-km run next month so I want to buy new trainers. 
4 Let’s   pizzas online for dinner tonight!
5 My friend Sophie   badges of pop and rock bands.
6 Dad can’t   the dishwasher. He says we’ll have to get a new one. 
7 If you aren’t sure how to   a certain word, you should check it in the dictionary.
8 I’ve got to   an article for the college magazine. I hope it’ll be OK. 

GRAMMAR
2 Complete the text. Write one word in each space.Complete the text. Write one word in each space.

I probably spend too (1)   time online but I love playing computer games when I’m not busy with 
homework. In class today, we all completed a questionnaire (2)   our hobbies. There were so many 
questions! 

We had to make a list of all the different after-school activities (3)   we have done (4)   
the beginning of the year. I wasn’t surprised by the results. Almost everyone said they enjoy video games and 
watching sports like basketball on TV, (5)   example. Half of us collect things like stamps, shells or 
football cards. But only a (6)   of us said making things was fun. Perhaps I should start a new hobby. 
(7)   about making model aeroplanes? Nah!

3 Choose the right word (a, b or c) for each space.

1 Learning Mandarin is not   difficult as I thought.
 a much b as c very
2 French is similar   Italian because both languages come from Latin.
 a with b for c to
3 I’ve been speaking English   I was about eight years old. 
 a ago b since c for
4 For me, Arabic is the   interesting language to listen to. 
 a more b most c much
5 My brother has   learnt how to say ‘hello’ in twenty different languages!
 a already b yet c ever
6 Some languages don’t have   words for ‘left’ or ‘right’. 
 a no b all c any
7 You can improve your language skills   reading good stories.
 a until b by c on
8 Our German teacher has   home to Berlin for the summer holidays. 
 a gone b going c went
9 There are some fun software programs for us to   in our language classroom. 
 a use b used c using
 10 I’m planning to start   Russian next!
 a learn b learnt c learning

repair    write    decide    collects    serve    
do    pay    spell    order    guess    chat
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Progress test 9 (Units 17 and 18)

VOCABULARY
1 Read about Fred’s day. Choose the right word (a, b or c) for each space.

Fred woke (1)   really early this morning because he was so excited. He (2)   
up, had a quick shower and put (3)   his waterproof trousers. He found a T-shirt and 
ran downstairs. He (4)   up his backpack and put it on, then took it (5)   again. 
‘Where’s my jacket?’ he thought. Minutes later, he was going out of the door. ‘What time 
will you get (6)   ?’ his mum called but Fred didn’t answer. He was already running 
down the road.
1 a at b up c in
2 a got b made c put
3 a off b in c on
4 a took b picked c carried
5 a out b down c off
6 a back b after c over

2 Complete the sentences with the words in the box. There are four words you do 
not need.

compass    waterproof    mug    snacks    pyjamas     
toothpaste    first-aid    tent    sweater    trainers

Clare has packed her bag for her camping trip. 
In it, she’s put:
1 a new pair of   to wear on her walks. 
2 some   to wear during the night. 
3 a   for hot drinks. 
4   so she can clean her teeth. 
5 lots of   in case she gets hungry.
6 a map and a   so she doesn’t get lost. 

GRAMMAR
3 Choose the right words to complete the sentences.

1 It can / may rain on Sunday night, but I’m not sure. 
2 Let’s / Might put up the tent under those trees.  
3 I think you will / should try on these walking boots. 
4 Can / Must it be dangerous not to wear sun cream?
5 Don’t worry. I am not / won’t tell anyone you were frightened by the spiders!
6 My best friend shall / might not be able to join us on the next expedition.

4 Complete the first conditional sentences. 

1 Sally   (get) a stomach ache if she   (eat) too fast.
2 If you   (not wear) a sun hat, you   (get) a 

headache.
3 I   (buy) Tom some new earphones if he   (think) 

that’s a good idea. 
4 If Kate and Sue   (have) enough time, they   

(come) round later. 
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Progress test 10 (Units 19 and 20)

VOCABULARY
1 Write the missing letters to complete the word in each sentence.

Liz: Would you like some whole (1) g _ _ _ _  bread with that bowl of soup, Molly?
Molly: I can’t eat bread, Liz. The (2) w _ _ _ _  in it might make me ill. 
Liz: So what do you have for breakfast? 
Molly: Oh, I have (3) c _ _ _ _ _  made with corn or oats instead.
Liz: I love eggs for breakfast. I (4) b _ _ _  or fry them usually. 
Molly:  I don’t buy eggs except when I want to (5) b _ _ _  a cake. But the (6) o _ _ _  

isn’t working so I can’t make cakes. 

2 Find the odd word out in each set.

1 garlic    grapes    melon    pears
2 yoghurt    cream    cover    butter 
3 grilled    filled    roast    fried
4 factory    church    mosque    cathedral 
5 detective    recipe    presenter    waitress
6 steak    mix    prepare    add 

GRAMMAR
3 Choose the right words to complete the sentences.

1 The building was close / closed / closing to the public a year ago. 
2 I’ve lived by / on / with myself for quite a long time. 
3 What made her decide / decided / deciding to leave university?
4 The messy gardens are / been / were made into a wonderful place to sit and relax. 
5 Mark was shown the café and bought it a year late / later / latest.
6 My new job has made such a / the / any big change to my life. 
7 What’s the best breakfast you have even / ever / else had.  
8 I don’t think this fish was correctly preparing / prepare / prepared. 
9 Remember to leave me a message if / so / while you like. 
 10 I’ll buy all the ingredients if Liam does / is doing / did the cooking and washing-up!
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Achievement tests answer key

ACHIEVEMENT TEST 1
1 1 c  2 b  3 a  4 b  5 c  6 a
2 1 a  2 b  3 c  4 b  5 c  6 b  7  b  8 c  9 c
3 Possible answers:
 Yes, we are. We love learning about animals.
 Yes, I have. I’ve been to the zoo three times. 
  I really enjoyed because it’s great to see a lot of different 

animals in one place.
 My favourite wild animal is the crocodile.
 Because it’s big and green and it’s got huge teeth.
 It lives in lakes and rivers.
 It eats other animals like small fish, birds and mammals.
 Yes, I would. I’d like to work at a zoo.
4 1 c  2 g  3 f  4 a  5 e  6 b  7 d

ACHIEVEMENT TEST 2
1 1 ✘  2 ✘  3 ✔  4 ✔  5 ✔  6 ✘
2 1 I  2 A  3 E  4 H  5 F  6 B  7 J 
3 Possible answers (9 marks):
 I think it would be great to study what you want the way you 

want to.
 Another good thing would be that you don’t have to wait while 

other students are finishing the lesson.
 I think the worst thing is probably that you can’t play with friends 

in the break.
 I also think that other children would treat you differently 

because you don’t go to school.
 I would like to get up later, study for two hours and then go and 

visit different places.
 In the evenings I wouldn’t have any homework to do so I could 

watch TV or go to the park.
4 1 b  2 c  3 a  4 c  5 b  6 b  7 a  8 c

ACHIEVEMENT TEST 3
1 1 c  2 b  3 a  4 c  5 a  6 b 
2 1 Jack  2 Ash  3 Oscar  4 Ash  5 Jack  6 Ash  7 Oscar  

8 Jack
3 Possible answers:
 Of course not! We’d love you to come with us.
 We’re going on Sunday.
 We’d like to get there early so we’re leaving at 9 o’clock.
 We’ll probably take the bus. 
 The tickets are £12.
 Maybe we could go for lunch.
 That’s a great idea but I think there’s a café near the palace.
4 1 k  2 a  3 h  4 b  5 f  6 e  7 d  8 j  9 c

ACHIEVEMENT TEST 4
1 1 8th March / 8th of March  2 (a) famous writer / author  

3 12 / twelve  4 £7.95  5 (delicious) sandwiches  
6 114 Long Street

2 1 a  2 c  3 a  4 b  5 c  6 a  7 b  8 b
3 Possible answers:
 1 I started learning English when I was 6 years old.
 2 I prefer speaking because I like pronouncing English.
 3 Yes, my mother and father speak English.
 4 I think I’ve learned about 300 words.
 5  Yes, I do. I often spell words incorrectly and I always forget the 

‘s’ in the present simple.
 6 I’d like to learn Chinese but it’s very difficult.
 7 No, I haven’t but I’d like to go to England.
 8 Yes, I’m sure I’ll need to speak English in the future.
4 1 a  2 c  3 a  4 b  5 b  6 a  7 c  8 c

ACHIEVEMENT TEST 5
1 1 sport  2 eggs (and) vegetables  3 on/at the computer / 

playing video games  4 tidy (my) room  5 hair  6 bed earlier
2 1 D  2 C  3 F  4 G  5 I  6 A  7 B
3 Possible answers (9 marks):
 I’m sending you this email to let you know that I’m on an 

expedition! I’m in the Brazilian rainforest. I’ve never been here 
before! I’m not by myself. I’m here with a group of Australians. 
It took a long time to get here. We travelled by boat. We aren’t 
staying in a hotel. We decided to sleep in a huge tent to have 
more fun. I might need clothes for wet weather so I’ve brought a 
waterproof jacket. 

 The most exciting moment so far was on Saturday when we 
saw a group of monkeys. If the weather is good tomorrow we’ll 
go hiking into the rainforest. 

 I’ll send you a link in a minute. Read the article about 
expeditions for teenagers. It’s written by someone who’s with us 
in our group here. He’s really funny and he knows a lot about 
the rainforest! I’ll be back on Saturday and as soon as I get 
home, I’ll rest for a few days but after that we can meet up and 
look at my photos and videos, call me!

4 1 a  2 c  3 b  4 b  5 c  6 c  7 c  8 b  
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Achievement tests audioscripts

ACHIEVEMENT TEST 1
Greta:  Hi Jayden. 
Jayden:  Hi Greta. What’s up? You look worried! 
Greta:  I’m OK. I’m just really busy. I’ve got such a lot of school 

work to do…. 
Jayden:  For which subject?
Greta:  Art, but that’s not the most important work for me at the 

moment. It’s maths. I’d love some free time to just sit 
and listen to some music …

Jayden:  So you didn’t finish your homework last night? 
Greta:  No, I was trying to, but my brother, Mark, was annoying 

me. He’s going on a school trip and he was on the 
computer with Dad checking out maps, while Mum was 
packing his suitcase. Everyone was making so much 
noise. 

Jayden:  Oh no! 
Greta:  And I wanted to go online to find out something for the 

lessons tomorrow.  
Jayden:  Well, I’ve already made lots of notes about climate 

change. Do you want to look at those?
Greta:  Perhaps. I know we’ve got to do some work on that 

and on how the deserts are changing too, but I needed 
some information about the Amazon rainforest for the 
end of term quiz, actually. 

Jayden:  Aren’t you going to take part in the public speaking 
debate, too? 

Greta:  Yes. It’s before lunch next Thursday. I’ll make sure I’m 
ready by Wednesday afternoon. 

Jayden:  What are you going to talk about?
Greta:  Well, my grandfather was a farmer, so I’m going to talk 

about how things have changed in farming. I’d never 
want to do that kind of job. I had a dream about being a 
famous scientist last night, but that’s not for me either. 
I’d really like to take photos for a travel magazine. What 
about you? 

Jayden:  I don’t know yet, but I’m sure you’re going to be great 
at whatever job you choose. You work so hard but 
you’re always ready to stop and help other people and 
everyone at school likes you.  

Greta:  Ahh. Thanks! Some people say I’m not the politest girl 
in the class though. I’m always finishing other people’s 
sentences!

Jayden:  I’ve never noticed that. Anyway … good luck with 
everything. If I can help, let me know. 

Greta:  Thanks, Jayden! 

ACHIEVEMENT TEST 2
Charlie:  Hi everyone. As you know, I’m here to talk about 

looking for, and hopefully finding, treasure! What an 
exciting hobby that is! 

 I’ll begin my talk by telling you about a painting I found 
last year. 

 I was cleaning in our garage … we have a lot of things 
in there … when I first saw it. I thought it was just 
an old family photograph, but when I took it into the 
house, I could clearly see that it was something quite 
different. I showed it to a few people I know. None of 
them liked it very much but I couldn’t stop thinking 
about it and decided to try to find out more about it.  

 I decided to email a museum which is often the best 
thing to do. I took a photo, scanned that and sent 
it with my message. I was surprised how quickly I 
received a reply. The art expert there told me it was 
definitely painted before the beginning of the 19th 
century, soon after the end of the 17th in fact, which 
meant it was about 300 years old. He badly wanted to 
see it so I took it in and then lent it to the museum, so 
they could include it in an exhibition. 

 For the moment, although I know I could buy a new 
car with the money, I’ll keep the painting, but I can’t 
promise that I won’t change my mind!

 Right. I’ll show you some photos now and answer any 
questions. 

ACHIEVEMENT TEST 3
Boy:  Hi Jessica. What’s that website? Don’t tell me it’s 

another chat site?
Jessica:  Not this one … It’s really helpful for when I have 

to write essays. You can always find something 
interesting to add to your work, because there’s such a 
lot of information on it – pretty much everything about 
everything! 

Boy:  Sounds good! What are you doing at the moment?
Jessica:  I’m just waiting a moment while this file finishes 

uploading, then I’ll look at the message board. There’s 
always something to read there and I also want to post 
a question about a good link to an eco site. 

Boy:  Oh … So is this website one of your favourites?
Jessica:  Definitely. The quizzes are fantastic – they change 

them every day, although some of them are quite hard. 
I suppose reading the section where users post their 
blogs is what I look forward to most, but the quality of 
the pictures could be improved. I don’t understand why 
they aren’t better than they are.  

Boy:  So what else would you improve?
Jessica:  The home page is pretty good. It’s simple and clear 

and easy to follow but you can sometimes spend ages 
trying to find something, which is really annoying. The 
search engine probably needs updating. The menu’s 
quite user-friendly though. 

Boy:  Well that’s not always the case! Was it your teacher 
who told you about the site?

Jessica:  Yes, it was. I was rather surprised when I found out 
that my sister was already using it when I spoke to her 
about it. Most of my classmates must be using it by 
now, too. I’ll text you the web address. 

Boy:  Thanks. 
Jessica:  And I’ll send you something I’ve just downloaded 

to add to your song list. There’s no video clip with it 
unfortunately, but you’ll enjoy it all the same. They’re 
tracks from the movie we watched last week.

Boy:  Brilliant. Thanks. 
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ACHIEVEMENT TEST 4
Presenter:  Have you already heard about the new bookshop in 

town? If not, listen carefully! It’s not open yet, but it 
soon will be! Be the first person through the doors 
of ‘Bookshop Plus’ … that’s the name of the store … 
on March 8th. Don’t forget! You’ll be sorry if you 
miss it! 

 For one thing, there’ll be a special talk by a famous 
writer. You’ll have to check out the website to find 
out who that is! And on the opening day, there’ll be 
a discount on all books … that’s any book at all ... of 
12%. For the rest of the week, we’ll give customers a 
discount of 5%, so everyone can enjoy lower prices 
for the first seven days! If you’re there on day one, 
you’ll also be able to buy a really cool Bookshop 
T-shirt for only seven pounds ninety-five. It comes in 
several different colours and all sizes. 

 But this isn’t just a bookshop. Inside you’ll find a café 
area where you can relax with a coffee or try one 
of the many delicious sandwiches for sale, freshly 
made each day.  

 But you’ll need to know the address. It’s at 114, Long 
Street – so right in the town centre and near to bus 
stops and the underground station. See you there!

ACHIEVEMENT TEST 5
James:  Hi, Emily. What’s the matter? You don’t look very well. 
Emily:  I’m okay. I’m just feeling really tired and I’ve hurt myself. 

I was playing basketball and fell and hurt my back. 
James:  Oh dear! You shouldn’t do so much sport you know. 

You’re always at the gym or at the sports centre.  
Emily:  I know and I eat too much fast food which isn’t good 

for me. 
James:  That’s right. More eggs and more vegetables would 

help, I’m sure. They’re both really good for you in lots of 
different ways. 

Emily:  Thanks. I wanted to go out last night but I just didn’t 
have the energy. 

James:  What a shame. So what did you do?
Emily:  I sat and played video games all evening. 
James:  Well, you might think about not spending so much time 

on the computer, too. That’s not good for you either. 
Emily:  You’re right, of course. And my mum’s angry with me at 

the moment too. 
James:  Why?
Emily:  She says I never help her around the house. 
James:  Well if you wash up and tidy your room, I’m sure she 

won’t be angry with you. It’s easy – just offer to help. 
Emily:  Yes, I suppose it isn’t difficult really. And I HATE my hair 

at the moment. It’s such a mess. Look!
James:  Well, don’t worry about that! It looks OK to me.
Emily:  Thanks, James. 
James:  Oh … and make sure you don’t stay up too late. 

I always feel better when I go to bed earlier. You should 
do the same. 

Emily:  That’s good advice. You know, I’m already feeling better. 
It’s good to talk, isn’t it?

James:  Yes! Take care!

Achievement tests audioscripts
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Achievement test 1 (Units 1–4)

1 LISTENING
 Listen to Greta talking to Jayden about school work. For each question, choose the 

right answer (a, b or c).

1 What school work is the most important to Greta at the moment?
 a art b music c maths 
2 What was Greta’s brother doing while she was doing her homework?
 a packing a suitcase b looking at maps c playing on the computer
3 What did Greta want to fi nd out about?
 a the rainforest b climate change c deserts 
4 When is Greta taking part in the public speaking debate?
 a Wednesday afternoon b Thursday morning c Thursday afternoon
5 What would Greta like to be one day?
 a a farmer b a scientist c a photographer 
6 Jayden thinks Greta is   .
 a popular and kind b popular and polite c kind and polite

2 READING
Read Jenny’s blog. Are sentences 1–9 ‘Right’ (a) or ‘Wrong’ (b)? If there is not enough 
information to answer ‘Right’ (a) or ‘Wrong’ (b), choose ‘Doesn’t say’ (c).information to answer ‘Right’ (a) or ‘Wrong’ (b), choose ‘Doesn’t say’ (c).

My great grandmother, Beatrice, was always looking for the next adventure in her life! She trained as an engineer, 

which was really unusual at the time, and later as a pilot. She became one of the fi rst female pilots to fl y across the 

Atlantic in the 1930s. She took a navigator with her. A journalist also wanted to join them on the fl ight but there was 

simply no room for him in the plane. On her hundredth birthday we had a big family celebration and she showed me 

some of her early photos. She told me about her famous fl ight and said the only thing that really worried her wasn’t the 

bad weather, but the fact that they only just had enough fuel. Later in her life, she wanted to teach other pilots to fl y, but 

that never happened because she was always too busy! I want to be a pilot too, but fl ying an aeroplane now is very 

different from Granny Beatrices’s experiences! You rely on computers more than people but I still think it’s a really 

exciting career choice!

1 Beatrice liked having exciting experiences.
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
2 Beatrice was a pilot before she became an engineer.
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
3 Beatrice fl ew across the Atlantic more than once.
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
4 There was a navigator and a passenger on Beatrice’s important fl ight.
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
5 Jenny was shown pictures of Beatrice’s plane at a birthday party.
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
6 Beatrice worried more about a storm than how much fuel was left.
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
7 Beatrice also helped train other people to become pilots. 
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
8 Jenny is having fl ying lessons so she can become a pilot, too. 
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
9 Jenny thinks it’s great that fl ying modern planes is so different. 
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
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3 WRITING
Read the email from John. Answer John’s eight questions. Write 40–60 words. 
Write full sentences.

Hello! We’ve got to practise public speaking at school. I’m going to talk about looking 
after wild animals so I’m collecting information. Can you answer these eight questions 
please? Thanks!
Are you and your friends interested in wild animals?
Have you ever visited a zoo? 
If yes, did you enjoy it? If no, why not?
What’s your favourite wild animal?
Why do you like this animal?
Where does it live?
What does it eat?
Would you like to work with wild animals one day?

From:   John

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To:   John

From:   

4 GRAMMAR
Match the sentence halves. Write the letters. 

1 I am quite lazy   
2 While I was walking home,   
3 Mum wasn’t feeling very well   
4 My family is going to move   
5 I’m teaching my sister   
6 When my best friend talks to my parents   
7 Our teacher was explaining the grammar 

very carefully   

a to a new apartment next month. 
b she always tries to be polite. 
c so my bedroom never looks tidy. 
d to make sure we understood it.
e to play the piano at the moment. 
f so I made dinner yesterday. 
g my brothers drove past me. 
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Achievement test 2 (Units 5–8)

1 LISTENING
 Listen to Charlie talking to some students about a painting. Are these sentences 

right (✔) or wrong (✘)?

1 Charlie found the painting when he moved house.  
2 Most of Charlie’s friends liked the painting.  
3 Charlie emailed a photo of the painting to a museum.  
4 Charlie was told it was painted during the 18th century.  
5 People have been able to see the painting in an exhibition.  
6 Charlie says he’ll sell the painting to pay for a new car.  

2 READING
Read Katy’s conversation with her mum about their plans for Sunday. Complete the 
conversation with the sentences in the box. Write the letters. There are four sentences 
you do not need.

A I’d prefer to go on a boat trip.    B Only if it’s not raining.     
C If you like we can do those again.    D Yes, I always will, Mum.     
E I’ll get it. It’s over here.    F Will it be open?    G It’s such a shame.     
H I’m sure there is.    I I’m not that interested in doing that, sorry.     
J Like going shopping?    K I’m afraid it isn’t.

Mum: Let’s go sightseeing in the city on Sunday. 
Katy: (1)   
Mum:  Aren’t you? Never mind. How about going on a balloon ride then? 
Katy: (2)   
Mum: On the river? That might be a better idea. Let’s find out about one of those then. 

Where’s your smartphone?
Katy: (3)   
Mum: We’ll need to know the times and prices. I guess there’s a website. 
Katy: (4)   
Mum: And let’s have lunch in that café near the river? 
Katy: (5)   
Mum: Of course it will. And afterwards, would you like to walk round the park?
Katy: (6)  
Mum: Well if it is, we’ll find something else to do, won’t we? 
Katy: (7)   
Mum: Perhaps!
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3 WRITING
Read the questions and write answers about you. Write full sentences. 

What are the two best things about home schooling in your opinion?
Write two sentences. 
 
 
 

What are the two worst things about home schooling in your opinion?
Write two sentences. 
 
 
 

Imagine you are studying at home, how will you spend your day?
Write two sentences. 
 
 
 

4 GRAMMAR
Choose the right word (a, b or c) for each space.

1 Laura’s talk started   but I think she spoke too quickly.
 a good b well c best
2 There were lots of students from Oberton School in the audience but none from   .
 a us b our c ours
3 We travelled around a lot less on this holiday   when we went to Spain. 
 a than b while c if
4 When are you   of going on that boat trip?
 a think b thought c thinking
5 Gabby went swimming   often than her brother because she loved the hotel pool. 
 a much b more c most
6 In the future, you   have to use your hands to turn on lights. 
 a don’t b won’t c aren’t
7 Dad doesn’t think we’ll   be able to live on other planets.  
 a ever b never c very 
8 Do you think people will communicate just   looking at each other one day?
 a with b of c by
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Achievement test 3 (Units 9–12)

1 LISTENING
 Listen to Jessica talking about a website. For each question, choose the right 

answer (a, b or c). 

1 What does she use the website for? 
 a to share stories b to read essays c to do her school work
2 What is she doing now? 
 a looking at a link b uploading a file c reading a message 
3 What does she enjoy most about this website?
 a the blogs b the photos c the quizzes
4 What would she improve about the website? 
 a its menu b its home page c its search engine
5 Who told her about this website?
 a her teacher b another student c a relative
6 What has she just downloaded?   
 a a film b some music c a video clip

2 READING
Read about Jack, Oscar and Ash. Tick (✔) the right answers.

5 Who never goes to the cinema without getting 
popcorn?

 Jack    Oscar    Ash  
6 Who gets cheap tickets? 
 Jack    Oscar    Ash  
7 Who doesn’t like horror films?
 Jack    Oscar    Ash  
8 Who watches films from a website?
 Jack    Oscar    Ash  

Jack
I only go to the cinema on someone’s birthday or on other special days because I prefer downloading 
films really. It really annoys me if I’ve paid a lot for a cinema ticket and the people in front of me or behind 
me talk during the film. Of course, I don’t mind if people scream or whisper at frightening parts of the film. 
That’s normal. But it isn’t polite to just sit there and chat. When I do go to the cinema, I always get popcorn! 
It’s so much better than a hot dog! 

Oscar
I had a good time last Saturday because it was the day a friend was 15 so we went to the cinema. We 
found out which films were on by checking on the internet first and also made sure we weren’t going to see 
anything scary! The tickets aren’t cheap at the weekend and we ate far too much popcorn but it was a good 
evening. The film was about a boy who makes everyone mad because he never stops talking! My friend 
had to change places with me at the beginning though, because the person in front of him was so tall he 
couldn’t see the screen properly!  

Ash
My sister works at the cinema. She’s the manager so tickets are also less expensive for anyone in our 
family and I can always get cheap popcorn. I enjoy horror films but I like comedies and adventure films 
too, and sometimes go more than once a week. I know most people don’t like sitting right at the front but 
I really like doing that and it solves a problem. I’m quite short and can’t see very easily when tall people 
sit in front of me!

1 Who gets angry if people aren’t quiet?
 Jack    Oscar    Ash  
2 Who sometimes finds he can’t see the screen? 
 Jack    Oscar    Ash  
3 Who says he recently saw a film on a friend’s  

birthday?
 Jack    Oscar    Ash  
4 Who goes to the cinema most often?
 Jack    Oscar    Ash  
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3 WRITING
Read the email from Ruby. Answer Ruby’s seven questions. Write 40–60 words.Read the email from Ruby. Answer Ruby’s seven questions. Write 40–60 words.

Hi! 
I heard that you’re going to visit the palace. 
Do you mind if I come with you? 
What day are you going?
What time are you planning to leave home in the morning?
How will we get there?
How much does it cost?
Would you like to do some other sightseeing or go bowling or something as well?
Shall I bring some snacks?
Let me know what you think.  

From:   Ruby

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To:   Ruby

From:   

4 GRAMMAR
Match the sentence halves. Write the letters. There are two letters you do not need.

1 She doesn’t need   
2 You mustn’t  
3 My brother and I  
4 That’s the beach  
5 My dad is thinking   
6 I’ll really miss   
7 I don’t like it    
8 My best friends   
9 Mum always sings  

a forget to phone your friend.
b where we usually go surfi ng.
c while she’s making the dinner.
d when someone gets angry.
e seeing all my friends.
f of buying an electric guitar.
g as well as mine. 
h both love eating ice cream.
i better than ours. 
j will play if they can.
k to pay for dance classes.
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Achievement test 4 (Units 13–16)

1 LISTENING
 Listen to the advertisement on the radio for a new bookshop. Complete the notes. 

Write one, two or three words or a number.

1 Date the bookshop will open:   
2 Listen to special talk by:   
3 Discount on all book prices (fi rst day only):   %
4 Price of Bookshop T-shirt: £   
5 For sale in the bookshop café: a variety of   
6 Address of bookshop:   

2 READING
Read Adam’s blog about a course. Are sentences ‘Right’ (a) or ‘Wrong’ (b)? If there is 
not enough information to answer ‘Right (a)’ or ‘Wrong (b)’ choose ‘Doesn’t say’ (c).not enough information to answer ‘Right (a)’ or ‘Wrong (b)’ choose ‘Doesn’t say’ (c).

Hi! 

My parents say that my brother and I text and surf too much on the internet so they sent us on a weekend course 

where we had to camp in a forest without our phones or any internet connection. I thought it would be impossible not 

to check my phone or a social media site every hour or so. Since going on the course, I’ve learnt I can live without my 

phone for three whole days and things have really changed. 

My brother and I didn’t know anyone else on the course before we went but at least we had each other and that made 

it a bit easier. There were twelve other boys and they all came alone. 

There were lots of different activities and we were successful at most of them. We had to build a bridge out of chairs 

and newspapers, which was really hard. Doing the washing-up and the cooking was probably the least fun. I also hated 

not having TV at fi rst. But things like collecting wood to make a fi re to keep us warm and the walks in the dark were 

okay. I learnt I could actually do lots of things alone even if I was a bit afraid at times. 

The day after we got home, Mum asked us to turn off the computers and to cut the grass and wash Dad’s car. We didn’t 

mind doing that! I feel much more grown up somehow. 

If a course like this interests you, go to www.turnitoff.net to fi nd out more. 

1 Adam’s parents worried about how much time their sons spent online. 
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
2 Before the course, Adam checked his phone more than once an hour.
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
3 The boys on the course couldn’t receive texts for three days.
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
4 Adam found it more difficult to be on the course with his brother.  
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
5 The boys needed a lot of help to build the bridge. 
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
6 Adam enjoyed collecting wood more than doing the cooking. 
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
7 The walk in the dark was the worst activity they did. 
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
8 Adam complained about having to cut the grass. 
 a Right   b Wrong   c Doesn’t say  
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3 WRITING
Answer the questions. Write full sentences about you. 

1 When did you start learning English?
  
2 Which do you prefer, speaking or writing English? Say why.
  
3 Does anyone else in your family speak English?
  
4 How many words do you think you’ve already learnt?
  
5 Do you often make mistakes? Which ones?
  
6 Which other language would you like to study?
  
7 Have you ever travelled to an English-speaking country?
  
8 Do you think you will need to speak English in your future job?
  

4 GRAMMAR
Choose the right word (a, b, or c) for each space.

Have you (1)   bought clothes from a website? I have, and it’s really easy. In fact I’ve 
(2)   bought some T-shirts. 
It’s so quick too. I’ve (3)   had to wait very long for things to arrive. I’ve (4)   got a 
sweater that I only ordered two days (5)   .
My older sister and I have shopped online from home (6)   a few months now and we 
haven’t had any problems (7)   ! It’s brilliant for us because our favourite shops are all 
online. We know we (8)   be disappointed! 

1 a ever b else c even 
2 a yet b since c just
3 a never b no c nearly
4 a yet b already c almost
5 a since b ago c past
6 a for b with c during
7 a just b never c yet
8 a haven’t b don’t c won’t
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Achievement test 5 (Units 17–20)

1 LISTENING
 Listen to James giving Emily some advice. Complete Emily’s notes. Write one, 

two or three words.

James’s advice
I should:
1 do less   
2 eat more   
3 spend less time   
4 offer to help – wash up or   
5 not worry about my   
6 go to   

2 READING
Lisa is talking to Karl about her new job. What does Karl say? Complete the 
conversation with the sentences in the box. Write the letters. There are two sentences 
you do not need.

A Have you made any big mistakes yet?     
B That’s good. Well, I hope you’ll be happy there!    C How long ago did you leave?     
D What a big change!    E Could you do that by yourself?     
F Why did you decide to leave?    G So how is this job different?     
H You’re welcome but when will you do that?    I Oh but isn’t it sad when they’re sold?

Lisa: Hi Karl! I’ve got a new job. I’m working in the new pet shop.
Karl: (1)  
Lisa: I know! I even surprised myself! I thought I might miss working at the library but 

I don’t. 
Karl: (2)  
Lisa: Two weeks ago but it feels like longer.
Karl: (3)  
Lisa: Because I was getting bored, I suppose. I’m still not sure.
Karl: (4)  
Lisa: I can chat to customers and I’ve already learnt so much about looking after 

animals, especially kittens!
Karl: (5)  
Lisa: Not at all. I’m really happy when I see them go to a new home. 
Karl: (6)  
Lisa: No, I haven’t! My manager will always take the time to show me how to do 

something if I’m not sure about it. 
Karl: (7)  
Lisa: Thanks Karl. I think I will!
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3 WRITING
Complete the following email with your own information. Complete the following email with your own information. 

Hi! 
I’m sending you this email to let you know that I’m on an expedition! I’m in 
  . I’ve never been here before! I’m not by myself. 

I’m here with   . It took a long time to get here. 
We travelled by   . We aren’t staying in a hotel. 
We decided to sleep in a   to have more fun. I might 
need clothes for wet weather so I’ve brought   . 
The most exciting moment so far was on Saturday when we 
  . If the weather is good tomorrow we’ll 
  . 

I’ll send you a link in a minute. Read the article about expeditions for 
teenagers. It’s written by someone who’s with us in our group here. He’s really 
  ! I’ll be back on Saturday and as soon as I get 

home, I’ll   but after that we can meet up and 
  .   , call me! 

See you soon! 
Kim x

From:   Kim

4 GRAMMAR
Choose the right word (a, b, or c) for each space.

1 We’ve only got one egg. That   not be enough to make three pancakes. 
 a might b can c should
2   I tidy up the kitchen afterwards, will you make some coffee ice cream? 
 a So b Then c If
3 Dad’s giant pizza was   by everyone except Grandma. 
 a eat b eaten c ate
4 The potatoes   boiled, not fried and I didn’t like them much. 
 a been b were c being 
5 The biscuits may   wet because Tom forgot to close the bag!
 a being b been c be 
6 Who   this amazing recipe book written by?
 a did b had c was
7 Will Uncle Matt bring me a birthday cake if he   to my party? 
 a come b coming c comes
8 The breakfast cereal that   made by the health food shop is my favourite. 
 a does b is c has 
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Progress tests answer key

PROGRESS TEST 1
1 1 desert  2 hill  3 island  4 ocean  5 valley  6 volcano
2 1 b  2 a  3 c  4 b  5 c  6 a 
3 1 find  2 don’t think  3 isn’t doing  4 has  5 are learning  

6 are getting
4 1 including  2 almost  3 between  4 actually  5 around  

6 yet

PROGRESS TEST 2
1 1 holiday  2 adventures  3 flight  4 luggage  5 aeroplane  

6 passengers  7 pilot  8 engines
2 1 spaceships  2 fuel  3 suitcases  4 tourist  5 guest  

6 brochures
3 1 left / went  2 Did … build / moved  3 was playing /  

was cooking  4 was happening / were doing   
5 arrived / was chatting  6 were washing / started

PROGRESS TEST 3
1 1 wool  2 leather  3 glass  4 gold  5 wood  6 paper
2 1 treasure  2 silver  3 pieces  4 audience  5 questions  

6 money  7 science
3 1 less often  2 well  3 more carefully  4 worse  

5 more quickly  6 best
4 1 too  2 ago  3 his  4 none  5 me  6 to

PROGRESS TEST 4
1 1 sink  2 sofa  3 fridge  4 doors  5 light  6 desk
2 1 scooter  2 taxi  3 ship  4 tram  5 underground  

6 balloon
3 1 are … doing  2 ’m/am learning  3 ’s/is having  

4 are buying  5 are … seeing  6 ’m/am not doing 
4 1 to  2 travel  3 in  4 shall  5 go  6 isn’t  7 have  

PROGRESS TEST 5
1 1 h  2 a  3 b  4 g  5 c  6 e
2 1 b  2 a  3 c  4 b  5 c  6 a  7 b  8 c  9 b
3 1 being  2 to go  3 taking  4 starting  5 to send  

6 travelling  7 to search

PROGRESS TEST 6
1 1 rock / blues  2 classical / pop  3 drums / violin
2 1 b  2 a  3 c  4 b  5 a
3 1 which  2 which  3 who  4 which  5 who  6 who
4 1 where  2 when  3 or  4 if  5 while  6 because  7 so 

PROGRESS TEST 7
1 1 g  2 d  3 a  4 h  5 b  6 c
2 1 sweet shop  2 chemist  3 market  4 department store  

5 clothes shop  6 bookshop  7 internet café
3 1 ever  2 How  3 that’s  4 of  5 yet  6 been  7 rode  

8 just  9 anyone  10 left

PROGRESS TEST 8
1 1 guess  2 pay  3 do  4 order  5 collects  6 repair  

7 spell/write  8 write
2 1 much  2 about  3 that/which  4 since  5 for  6 few  

7 How 
3 1 b  2 c  3 b  4 b  5 a  6 c  7 b  8 a  9 a  10 c

PROGRESS TEST 9
1 1 b  2 a  3 c  4 b  5 c  6 a
2 1 trainers  2 pyjamas  3 mug  4 toothpaste  5 snacks  

6 compass
3 1 may  2 Let’s  3 should  4 Can  5 won’t  6 might
4 1 will get / eats  2 don’t wear / ’ll/will get  3 ’ll/will buy / thinks  

4 have / ’ll/will come

PROGRESS TEST 10
1 1 grain  2 wheat  3 cereal  4 boil  5 bake  6 oven
2 1 garlic  2 cover  3 filled  4 factory  5 recipe  6 steak
3 1 closed  2 by  3 decide  4 were  5 later  6 a  7 ever  

8 prepared  9 if  10 does  


